The conductive paths carrying the digital signals are known as interconnects
Maximize the speed
The timing uncertainty of a transition through the threshold region must be minimized The rise and fall time of a digital signal must be as fast as possible Every conductor has a capacitance, inductance and frequency-dependent resistance At high frequencies, complex interactions occur between the difference parts of the same interconnect, such as the packages, connectors, vias and bends
Transmission Line
The physical size of the circuit approaches the wavelength of the higher frequency of interest in the signal On a typical circuit board the signal travels about half the speed of light Any circuit length at least 1/10th of the edge rate must be considered as transmission line
The Basics If the rise or fall time is short compared to the delay of the line, the near-end crosstalk noise is independent of the rise time If the rise or fall time is long compared to the delay of the line, the near-end crosstalk noise is dependent of the rise time The far-en crosstalk is always dependent on the rise or fall time
Switching patterns
When multiple traces are in close proximity, the electric and magnetic fields react with each other in a way that depend on the signal patterns present on the lines Buses exhibit pattern-dependent impedance and velocity behavior, so it is imperative to consider it in system design Points to remember Odd-mode impedance will always be lower than the single-line case Even-mode impedance will always be higher than the single-line case
There are no velocity variations due to crosstalk in a stripline Crosstalk will induce velocity variations in a microstrip
Low impedance line will produce less impedance variation from crosstalk for a given dielectric constant
The impedance of a single lie on a board is influenced by the proximity of other traces even when they are not being actively driven Mutual parasisitics fall off exponentially with trace-totrace spacing 
Minimization of crosstalk

Intersymbol Interference
When a signal is transmitted down the transmission line and the noise on the bus due to reflections, crosstalk, or any other source has not settled completely, the signal launched onto the line will be affected, degrading both the timing and the signal integrity margins. This is referred to as ISI noise. 
Guidelines to minimize the ISI
